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We experimentally observe coherent generation of a near-
infrared optical field through a three-wave mixing phenome-
non in an atomic energy level scheme of 85Rb atoms. This
nonlinear generation process in a centro-symmetric ther-
mally broadened atomic system is made possible through
a novel interaction between induced electric and magnetic
dipoles. The two-photon and three-photon coherence
present in our scheme eliminates excited state decoherence.
Thus, our scheme represents a minimal optical decoherence
scheme which could be used to transfer quantum states
between microwave-to-optical frequency regimes with near-
unit fidelity. © 2018 Optical Society of America
https://doi.org/10.1364/OL.44.000033
Nonlinear frequency conversion from microwave-to-optical
frequencies has garnered a lot of attention in the past decade
[1–3]. This is due to the ease of transport and detection of giga-
hertz signals through optical channels and the essentially noise-
free nature of the frequency conversion process. The latter
attribute has been central to proposing high-fidelity classical
and quantum conversion of signals between microwave and op-
tical frequencies [4,5]. A range of devices has been proposed to
demonstrate this frequency conversion phenomenon. Starting
from the commonly used electro-optic-modulator, several
authors have investigated carefully engineered whispering-
gallery-mode resonators [6,7], micro- and nano-sized hybrid
electro-opto-mechanical devices operating at a few kelvin [8,9],
rare-earth doped crystals [10] and gaseous atomic systems with
induced coherence [11] as viable architectures for effecting
nonlinear frequency generation and signal transfer. In atomic
systems, there have been several theoretical proposals [12–15],
but very few experimental demonstrations [16]. These studies
highlight various aspects of the nonlinear generation phenome-
non such as efficiency, bi-directionality, and non-reciprocity.
A four-wave mixing phenomenon has been a widely utilized
nonlinear frequency generation process in atomic systems [17,18].
Beginning with lasing without inversion [19], experiments
showing new frequency generation have been performed, which
combine atomic coherence effects with a four-wave-mixing pro-
cess [20–23]. In this Letter, we demonstrate a novel three-wave
mixing process in a room temperature gaseous atomic vapor of
85Rb atoms, which utilizes induced atomic coherence to generate
a near-infrared optical field. This three-wave mixing process com-
bines an electric dipole and a magnetic-dipole transition in optical
and microwave frequency domains, respectively, leading to the
generation of a new infrared frequency.
A unique feature of our system is that despite thermal mo-
tion of our atomic ensemble at room temperature and despite
resonant nonlinear interaction, the generation process is coher-
ent. It is not affected by the Doppler width or by the decay
processes from the excited states. This is due to the fulfillment
of both two-photon and three-photon resonance conditions for
our system by all the three fields. During the generation process
of the probe field, the probe and the coupling satisfy a two-
photon resonance that shelves the atoms in a dark state due
to the electromagnetically induced transparency effect [24],
making the process immune to noise effects due to spontaneous
decay from excited states. As is well known, the two-photon
resonance condition is Doppler free. This Doppler-free condi-
tion remains valid, even during the fulfillment of the three-
photon resonance condition between the coupling, microwave,
and the generated probe fields due to the smallness of the
Doppler width for microwaves.
Thus, due to a nonlinear interaction between induced elec-
tric and magnetic dipoles and due to the formation of atomic
ground state coherence, we have demonstrated for the first
time, to the best of our knowledge, the lowest-order coherent
nonlinear frequency conversion process from an atomic ensem-
ble. The bandwidth for coherent conversion from microwave-
to-optical frequencies with this scheme is shown to be about
825 kHz. The efficiency of our conversion process is about
2.6 × 10−4%. The efficiency is mainly dictated by the weakness
of a magnetic-dipole interaction induced by the microwave
field. Nevertheless, the fidelity that could be achieved by
our scheme for signal transfer will be very high due to the ab-
sence of major sources of decoherence in our conversion
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mechanism. This aspect can be exploited, especially for transfer
of quantum signals, as previously shown [25].
In our experiment, the optical coupling beam is derived
from an external cavity diode laser with a linewidth of a few
hundred kilohertz. This coupling (ωc) beam connects the
meta-stable ground state 5S1∕2, F  3 state (j2i) to the excited
state 5P1∕2, F  3 0 (j3i) in the D1 transition manifold of
85Rb, as shown in Fig. 1. The detuning of the coupling field
from the j2i → j3i transition is denoted by δc. The j2i state is
also connected to the ground state 5S1∕2, F  2 state (j1i)
through a microwave drive field ωμw obtained from a micro-
wave source, as shown in Fig. 2. The detuning of the drive field
from the j1i → j2i transition is denoted by δμw. Since an elec-
tric-dipole transition is forbidden between states j1i and j2i,
this microwave field drives a magnetic-dipole transition. A va-
por cell of a length of 5 cm containing enriched 85Rb atoms at a
temperature of 300 K is used in our experiment. To overcome
the weakness of the magnetic-dipole transition driven by the
microwave field, the vapor cell is placed inside a cylindrical
high-Q microwave cavity. This cavity supports a TE011 mode
of the microwave field with a high quality factor of about 9000
at 3.0357 GHz which is the separation between the ground
hyper-fine levels. This is shown in the schematic of the exper-
imental setup, also given in Fig. 2.
A typical experimental run consists of locking the coupling
laser at resonance with δc  0. The microwave drive field is
then scanned around its resonance with δμw spanning through
 2MHz. During this scan, the coupling optical field and
the microwave drive field interact nonlinearly with the atoms.
A sum-frequency generation takes place, giving rise to a probe
field ωp with a frequency ωp  ωc  ωμw. In our experiment,
the phase-matching requirement ~kp  ~kc  ~kμw for efficient
generation ensures that the generated infrared probe field is
in the same direction as the undepleted coupling field. The
coupling and probe beams exiting the cavity are then mixed
with a local oscillator reference beam derived from the coupling
laser (Fig. 2), and a heterodyne detection of the generated probe
field is made in a spectrum analyzer.
We now proceed to show the characteristics of the generated
probe field. The spectral profile of the generated probe field is
shown in Fig. 3 when both the coupling and microwave fields
are at resonance with their respective transitions. This spectral
profile is a beat note between the generated probe beam and a
local oscillator beam which is additionally frequency shifted by
passing through an acousto-optic modulator (AOM), as shown
in Fig. 2. The x axis in Fig. 3 refers to this beat-note frequency.
As can be seen from this figure, the width of the generated
field is about 3 kHz at a resolution bandwidth (RBW) of about
100 Hz. Such a narrow width for the generated field is only
possible when the decay processes involving optical excited
states are completely absent in the sum-frequency generation.
This is remarkable because the coupling field is on resonance
with the j2i → j3i transition which has a natural decay width
Γ31 of about 5 MHz due to the strong possibility for sponta-
neous decay into the frequency regime of the sum-frequency
generation process. The fact that we have experimentally ob-
served a much narrower linewidth is indicative of the suppres-
sion of one-photon optical resonance processes in our system.
The width of 3 kHz is very close to the Γ21 value of 1 kHz,
which is the meta-stable state decay width.
We now demonstrate that the sum-frequency generation
satisfies a three-photon resonance δp − δc − δμw  0, which
is demanded out of energy conservation when one coupling
optical photon combines with a microwave drive photon to
generate an optical probe photon. This is shown in Fig. 4(a).
This plot is obtained by varying the detuning δμw of the micro-
wave field, keeping the detuning of coupling field δc  0.
Fig. 1. Δ System formation using hyper-fine levels of 85Rb in its
D1 manifold.
Fig. 2. Experimental setup.
Fig. 3. Spectral width of the generated probe field is shown when
both the coupling and the microwave fields are at resonance with their
respective transitions. The experimental points are shown as circles
with a Gaussian fit shown as a continuous line. The RBW was
100 Hz for this measurement.
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We see in this plot that the frequency of the maximum probe
field generation denoted by δp has a one-to-one scaling with the
detuning of the microwave drive field. This is expected from
the three-photon resonance equation with δc  0. The error
bars in this plot denote the narrow range over which this con-
dition is satisfied. Thus, this plot not only confirms the non-
linear frequency conversion, but also shows that a generation
process occurs, even when the microwave drive field is non-
resonant with its transition.
In order to confirm the suppression of one-photon optical
processes in our generation scheme, we examined the possibil-
ity that our undepleted coupling beam and the generated probe
beam are shelving the atom in a dark state due to the fulfillment
of a two-photon Raman resonance condition. To verify this, we
measure the power of the generated probe field with δc  0
with varied values of microwave detuning δμw. The correspond-
ing probe field detunings for generation are obtained from
Fig. 4(a). The result of these measurements is plotted in
Fig. 4(b). Every point along this curve satisfies the three-photon
resonance condition which is a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for probe generation but, as can be seen in Fig. 4(b), the
generated probe power does not remain constant and varies
along this curve. We find that the probe beam has maximum
power only at δp  δc . This establishes that the sum-frequency
generation has maximum efficiency when a two-photon con-
dition is also satisfied. This two-photon condition shelves
the atom in a dark state, giving rise to an induced transparency
effect [24] for the probe. Therefore uniquely for our system, the
process of nonlinear generation of the probe light also mini-
mizes its one-photon optical losses.
The solid line in Fig. 4(b) is a fit to our experimental data
fitted with the formula [26]
Pp  C −

C2
Γ2  δ2
−
C2−
Γ2−  δ2

: (1)
This fit represents the fact the generated probe satisfies Fano-
interference [27]. This formula decomposes the power of the
generated probe Pp as a sum of two Lorentzians. The fact
that we are measuring a transmitted beam is represented by
subtracting the sum from an overall constant C. The parame-
ters of the Lorentzian, namely their widths (Γ and Γ−) and
amplitudes (C and C−), are obtained as numerical fit param-
eters to the experimental data. From the fitted values, we find
the width 2Γ− which arises from Raman coherence to be about
825 kHz.
We have measured the dependence of the generated probe
power as a function of both the drive microwave field intensity
and the coupling optical field intensity. As shown in Fig. 5(a),
the generated probe power varies linearly with the input micro-
wave intensity for small intensities and reaches saturation be-
yond an input intensity of about 4.4 mW∕cm2.
A similar trend is also seen in Fig. 5(b), where the generated
probe power is plotted as a function of the input coupling in-
tensity. We see that, beyond a coupling intensity of about
38 mW∕cm2, the generated probe power remains constant.
In nonlinear wave generation processes, the linear regime indi-
cates that the input coupling and drive fields are undepleted
[28]. Beyond the linear regime, the coupling and microwave
drive fields begin to be substantially absorbed. In this regime,
the imaginary part of the nonlinear susceptibility cannot be
ignored, resulting in saturation of the generated probe field.
The efficiency η of probe generation is calculated using the
definition [16]
η 
Pp
hνp
IμAμ
hνμ
, (2)
where Pp is the generated probe power at frequency νp, and Iμ is
the input microwave intensity at frequency νμ. Here Aμ is the
cross-sectional area of a microwave with intensity Iμ which in-
teracts with the atoms. The maximum value for η that is seen in
our experiment is 2.6 × 10−4%.
The factors that affect the efficiency are the weakness of
magnetic-dipole transition induced by the microwave field
and the lower number density obtainable with room temper-
ature atomic vapors.
We have explicitly confirmed the coherent nature of our
generation process by the following experiment. We derive a
local oscillator beam by sending a part of the coupling beam
to an electro-optic modulator (EOM). The EOM is driven
Fig. 4. (a) Detuning δp at which the maximum probe light gener-
ation is seen as a function of detuning δμw of the microwave drive field
with the coupling field on resonance with δc  0. (b) Generated probe
power as a function of probe field detuning δp when δc  0. The val-
ues of δp are extracted from (a) for the corresponding values of micro-
wave detuning δμw .
Fig. 5. (a) Generated optical probe power as a function of the input
microwave intensity at constant coupling field intensity. (b) Generated
optical probe power as a function of the coupling field intensity at a
constant microwave field intensity.
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by the same microwave source at 3.0357 GHz which is used to
drive our microwave cavity. The EOM generates two sidebands
at ωc  3.0357 GHz frequencies. We now mix the generated
probe frequency with the frequencies generated by the EOM.
We detect the beat note using a spectrum analyzer.
We now introduce known phase shifts to the microwave
that are feeding our cavity, keeping its power constant through
an external microwave phase shifter. We then measure the
changing power at our heterodyne measurement frequency
which results from changes in the generated optical phase.
We then extract the optical phase from this data. This is given
in Fig. 6. From this figure, it is clear that the probe phase
changes commensurately with a change in the microwave
phase, proving the coherent nature of probe field generation.
The three-wave mixing coherent generation described in
this Letter, to the best of our knowledge, is the first such ob-
servation reported so far from atomic systems in any frequency
regime. Such an observation has not been possible because of
the absence of any three-wave processes for electric-dipole
mediated nonlinear generation in centro-symmetric atomic
systems. In our system, because of the participation of an in-
duced magnetic dipole, the symmetry is broken, allowing for a
three-wave process. This significantly reduces the number
of input beams required and enormously simplifies the ex-
perimental requirements. To put this in context, the only ex-
perimental demonstration of coherent generation between
microwave and optical frequency regimes from atomic systems
utilized a six-wave mixing process and required ultra-cold
atomic samples [16].
Despite the low efficiency of our conversion process due to
the magnetic-dipole interaction, our coherent microwave-to-
optical conversion has the potential for high fidelity signal
transfer between these two frequency regimes. This arises from
the fact that the two-photon resonance in our scheme prevents
decoherence through spontaneous emission by shelving the
atom in dark states which are the very states used traditionally
as quantum memory states. Hence, our scheme is ideally suited
for the transfer of quantum information, where the fidelity of
transfer is essentially limited by optical quantum memory [11]
and not by loss of signal strength [25].
Funding. Department of Science and Technology, India..
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